U.S. Government Patent Office
Protectorate Of The People
Or Technological Heist Of The Ages?

Part I:
To Patent or Not To Patent

10/30/97 RICK MARTIN

When asked, “Of what use is your latest invention?” Benjamin Franklin replied, “Of what use is a newborn baby?”

“Man, unlike any other thing organic or inorganic in the universe, grows beyond his work, walks up the stairs of his concepts, emerges ahead of his accomplishments.”
—John Steinbeck

Few people give thought to patents, copyrights and trademarks for they have become such an integral part of our society that they are taken pretty much for granted. That is, of course, unless you’ve just written a book or invented something. In today’s era of computer technology, the complexity of the core issues surrounding “intellectual property” are compounded. Just as genetics and test-tube babies raised new fields of moral and ethical consideration, so too has the light speed of computer information created new areas of moral and intellectual quandary.

Surely no one could argue against protecting the rights of the inventor or the
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Appeals to “empower” the United Nations are worse than foolish, they are evil and must be opposed by all honorable people. [End quoting]

This is just a reminder of what is planned for the United States by our “leaders”—very shortly. We must ALL WAKE UP and stop this onslaught before we pay the ultimate price for being asleep!

MARSHAL’S GUN KILLED BOY DURING SIEGE. TESTS SHOW

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 10/24/97:

A sheriff’s ballistics tests found that a federal marshal killed white separatist Randy Weaver’s 14-year-old son during a 1992 shootout, contradicting the federal government’s conclusion that the bullet could have come from Weaver’s gun. Weaver’s wife, Vicki, was killed by an FBI sniper on the second day of the siege at Ruby Ridge.

“It is clear by the ballistic evidence that Sammy Weaver was killed with a bullet fired by U.S. Marshal Larry Cooper’s 9-millimeter Colt,” Boundary County Sheriff Greg Sprung said Wednesday. [End quoting]

What took them 5 years to decide that the bullet came from Larry Cooper’s gun? Is this reason for time for truth to be brought to light? At least it did finally come out who the guilty party is. Now if they will give all the guilty parties the justice they deserve!

MAN PULLED FROM GULF: DOOLPHINS KEPT ME SAFE

He credits them with keeping sharks away when his boat floated off and left him stranded.

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 10/18/97:

From dusk to dawn four bottlenose dolphins circled a man in the Gulf of Mexico, protecting him from sharks and keeping him awake.

Jaime Hirst, 19, became stranded about eight miles off Vanderbilt Beach. He had been working on the engine of his 20-foot fishing boat when an anchor line snapped and the boat floated away. Hirst stayed afloat with the help of two life jackets. But then, as he swam toward shore, Hirst realized he wasn’t alone.

Four dolphins circled, apparently protecting him until dawn.

“You’re afraid of what you can’t see,” Hirst said. “Early on, Hirst said, his main concern was that the dolphins might be attacked by sharks. But when he felt something nudge him under water, he was overjoyed to find it was a dolphin and that three others were swimming nearby.

“That was how they introduced themselves to me. The encounter Sunday evening turned from minutes to hours, Hirst said.

“From dusk until dawn they were with me. At dawn they just dissipated...It was amazing.”

Hirst said he found reassurance in the dolphins’ rhythms, the sound of air coming from their blowholes, the clicks, the squeals.

“I did feel safe,” he said. “As long as there were dolphins there, I knew there weren’t going to be any sharks.”

Randy Wells, a marine biologist specialist at Mote Marine Laboratory in Sarasota, said dolphins usually show only passing interest in a swimmer.

“I don’t know if it could be considered typical, but there are a lot of accounts of swimmers being aided by dolphins in one way or another, with the dolphin standing by or pushing people toward shore,” he said.

Said Hirst, “I hate to think of what might have happened if they weren’t there.” [End quoting]

Another of God’s creatures sent to protect one in trouble.

MAHATHIR BLAMES JEWS FOR MALAYSIA’S ECONOMIC WOES

From a FAX, 12/97: [quoting]

[Of course it might turn out that Mahathir is the only one to notice that the emperor has no clothes and is more qualified than all the other leaders of small countries who solicit perpetual slavery by allowing the IMF (International Monetary Fund) in. This could be the start of something useful if all those Moslem countries in SE Asia decide they have had it with the West and since they are the market there is no point in sharing it...]

Allegations by the Malaysian Prime Minister of a Jewish conspiracy to damage the economies of Muslim nations have increased doubts about his ability to govern.

Mahathir Mohamad’s outburst was the latest in a series of attacks on diplomats. Having earlier described George Soros, the Hungarian-born US financier, as a “moron” who is deliberately destabilising Malaysia’s currency, the ringgit, Mr. Mahathir reminded an audience of 10,000 at a rally in the eastern state of Terengganu that Mr. Soros was a Jew.

He said the government suspected that speculative currency attacks were the work of Jews. “And, incidentally, we are Muslims and the Jews are not happy to see Muslims progress,” Mr. Mahathir was quoted as saying by the state news agency, Bernama.

Mr. Mahathir noted that Indonesia, which has the world’s largest Muslim population, had also been affected by speculative attacks on South-East Asian currencies. [End quoting]

As is to be expected, the Jews are throwing their weight around to the point that their “customers” are getting fed up. The problem is, once you bite on the money-power-greed bait, how do you get off their hook? It seems very few ever learn that there is nothing free in this world and one way or another—sooner or later, you have to pay the penalty, bill, etc.

Some people think they can play games with the Khazar Jews and have to learn, the hard way, that when they hold out money to help solve your problems, your real problems are just beginning because they won’t let go until they have your soul—if you don’t wake up quickly.

FBI TRAINING GROUP NABS WRONG PEOPLE IN EXERCISE

Excerpted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 10/4/97: [quoting]

Armed FBI trainees in bulletproof vests and camouflage surrounded a group of teenagers.
handcuffed them and forced them to the ground before realizing they had the wrong people, authorities said Friday. The trainees were taking part in an exercise at town square Wednesday night in which they were apparently supposed to nab others taking part in the drill. Instead, up to 30 trainees—some with painted faces—jumped out of a caravans of vehicles and descended on the innocent teenagers. [End quoting]

CDC: RECORD NUMBER OF CHILDREN ARE VACCINATED

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 10/17/97:

A record number of children of racial and ethnic minorities have received the recommended vaccinations against common childhood ailments, federal health officials said Thursday. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention said more than 90 percent of Black, Hispanic and Native American children and children of Asian-Pacific origin had been vaccinated against diphtheria, tetanus and pertussis. Vaccination levels for polio and the flu vaccine that protects against meningitis were at least 89 percent. [End quoting]

SEUSS POSTERS TO TEACH ABCS OF IMMUNIZING

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 10/31/97:

Dr. Seuss is helping the government teach parents that getting their children vaccinated is as basic as one fish, two fish, red fish, blue fish.

Six posters featuring Dr. Seuss characters were unveiled Thursday to kick off a national immunization campaign.

"What's going on here? What's wrong with this fella? Why isn't he protected against measles, mumps and rubella?" one poster says.

The art was donated by Audrey Geisel, widow of Dr. Seuss author Theodor Seuss Geisel. Geisel, who died in 1991, wrote such children's classics as Green Eggs and Ham and The Cat In The Hat.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention said a record 78 percent of 2-year-olds in the United States have received a full series of shots, but about 1 million children younger than 2 still haven't had all their shots. [End quoting]

Look out for a record number of childhood diseases and health problems of all sorts. Notice they are really emphasizing the minorities and children—the ones who are educated the least about the dangers of their contaminated vaccines or are unable to protect themselves. The Elite are like a bunch of hyenas, going after the weak and helpless.

DON'T VACCINATE SAYS DOCTOR

Excerpted FROM THE GAZETTE, MONTREAL, 10/21/97: [quoting]

Barred for life from practicing medicine in Quebec, anti-vaccination advocate Guylaine Lanctôt says she'll continue to spread her message as a "free doctor"—by giving educational workshops, not professional consultations.

Lanctôt, a varicose-veins specialist who used to run several lucrative practices in Canada and the United States, resigned from the medical profession in September 1996 after already losing her right to practice a year earlier for not paying her professional dues to the province's College of Physicians.

In May, a three-member college disciplinary committee found her guilty of spreading false information to the public—among other things, she counseled parents not to vaccinate their children.

Last Friday, a bailiff brought her the committee's formal notice of sanction: life suspension. Lanctôt also has to pay all the college's costs related to her since 1995, when hearings against her began—at least $5,500, a committee secretary said yesterday. Lanctôt has yet to receive the bill.

In its judgment, committee physicians Gary Lafrance, Yves Dagenais and Jean C. Maillette said Lanctôt "prefers not to respect the most elementary rules of ethics and acts according to the fantasies of her imagination".

"That's her choice, but she can (no longer) use her status of doctor to assure herself of greater credibility with the public."

Barring for life is the toughest professional penalty that can be handed out to doctors in Quebec. The sanction has been used before, but rarely and certainly not in such a highly self-publicized case.

In her book [The Medical Mafia—1994], Lanctôt claimed that vaccination aids genocide by allowing people from a certain race to be targeted and that vaccination leads to violence and crime.

In a series of television interviews, she also claimed that vaccines destroy the immune system, are responsible for the AIDS epidemic in New York and an increase in cancer.

She predicted that vaccines eventually could change genetic codes, which would lead to babies being born with mouse tails and rabbit fur or animal diseases being transferred to humans.

Asked yesterday how she now should be addressed, as Docteur or simply Madame, Lanctôt replied: "I don't believe in titles. When I present myself, it's as Guylaine Lanctôt. When people ask me what I do, I say 'médecin libre'—which translates as free doctor." [End quoting]

Any right-thinking person has to see that there is a horrible situation going on with these vaccination programs just because of the way they are forcing it on us and the way they are persecuting the ones who resist it.

If many more people would put principle above all else, as Dr. Lanctôt has, would't this world be a much nicer place to live in? God bless her and all those who stand for right principles.

ONEIDA NATION DEALS REGION WINNING HAND FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH

A town hungry for jobs has found its meal ticket with a casino.

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 11/6/97:

VERONA, N.Y.—In the 1770s, the Oneida Indian Nation earned the lasting gratitude of George Washington, providing food, shelter and other help to his colonial troops in their war against the British.

Now, more than two centuries later, the Oneidas are again coming to the rescue of their neighbors. This time they are bringing jobs and economic salvation.

When the Oneida Nation opened its stylish 285-room luxury hotel in September, it added another 450 jobs to the local economy and made the Nation the largest employer—public or private—in Madison and Oneida counties.

Just four years ago, before opening the state's only legal casino, the Oneida Nation employed fewer than a dozen people.

The Nation's 2,850-person payroll now ranks among the largest in central New York, and Nation representative Ray Halbritter thinks it can grow to 10,000 within the next decade.

That news is celebrated by most public officials in the job-starved region, which in the 1990s has endured the closing of Griffiss Air Force Base and the loss of 4,500 jobs and the departure of major employers such as Lockheed Martin and Chicago Pneumatic.

Oneida County executive Ralph Eannace says the Nation has been the largest single economic force for the region's recovery and regrowth.

"The difference between the Nation and other businesses is that we are not going anywhere like the others, big businesses, new technology,愔, " said Halbritter, leader of the 1,100-member tribe.

"This is our home," he said. "We are not going to leave just because business looks better somewhere else."

With the millions in profits from the recently expanded Turning Stone Casino, which is now drawing about 2.5 million visitors annually, the Oneidas have launched a number of new businesses.

They operate an RV park, two large gas stations, a cigarette shop and a textile-printing factory and outlet store.

Soon the Oneidas will open a carwash, and in the next three years they will build a convention-arena complex and a 27-hole golf facility.

The Oneidas, who do not disclose their finances, have prospered enough to rebuild their 32-acre reservation 30 miles east of Syracuse.

Gambling and business revenue has allowed the Nation to start its own police force and court system, build houses, a health-care facility, gymnasium and cultural center, and purchase more than 4,000 acres of ancestral lands. The Nation also has established an educational scholarship program for its children, an aid program for its elderly and a health plan for tribal members.

Officials estimate that the Nation's 2,850 jobs have created another 2,688 support jobs in surrounding communities. [End quoting]

If only our "United" States were as supportive and all those who stand for right principles. 11/9/97 meeting with Commander Hatonn, see The Word ad on page 9 for topic ordering information.

IRISH BAN 'MUMMY' IN CLASS

From THE SUNDAY TIMES, South Africa, 10/19/97: [quoting]

The terms "mummy" and "daddy" are to be banned from schools in Ireland.

The move is part of a drive by the Roman Catholic Church to introduce political correctness to the classroom and recognize the growing number of one-parent families.

Teachers of four and five-year-olds in Catholic schools are being asked to use phrases such as "the adults who live in your house" and "the people who look after you" instead of referring to mothers and fathers.

Regina O'Callaghan, a religious education lecturer, said: "Whereas in the past families would refer trting to mothers and fathers.

"We are asking teachers to use their common sense." [End quoting]
their common sense—how about “You better consider that I have better common sense than you if you want to keep your job.”

Just another sly trick to break up the families by not teaching the children that they even have a mother or father—they belong to the state!

**REES-JONES JOINS INQUIRY INTO PRINCESS DIANA CRASH**

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 10/17/97:

Bodyguard Trevor Rees-Jones has formally joined the investigation into the crash that injured him and killed Princess Diana, Dodi Fayed and their driver, French judicial sources said Thursday. By joining the investigation as a civil party, Rees-Jones, the only survivor of the Aug. 31 crash, would have access to all court papers. Should criminal charges be filed, Rees-Jones could seek damages against the defendant—whoever it may be. The family of Fayed, who was Diana’s companion, already is a civil party to the case.

This fine as long as they haven’t gotten to Rees-Jones in order to help bungle the investigation. Considering who he was and his background, the odds of this being a good omen, I feel, are nil.

**PRINCIPLE OF ATONEMENT: CONFESSION ONE’S SIN, RECEIVE FORGIVENESS**

From THE NEW FEDERALIST, 9/29/97:

The bombing of the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church in Birmingham, Ala. on Sept. 15, 1963, gave birth to the Selma Right-To-Vote Movement in 1965.

Let us look at some of the dynamics that were precipitated by the bombing. In the book *Voices Of Freedom* by Henry Hampton and Steve Fayer, Diane Nash gives insight into the birth pains and the principle of atonement.

“... My former husband and I, Jim Bevel, cried when we heard about the bombing, because in many ways we felt like our own children had been killed. We knew that the activity of the Civil Rights Movement had been involved in generating a kind of energy that brought out this kind of hostility. We decided we would do something about it, and we said that we had two options...”

First, we felt confident that if we tried, we could find out who had done it, and we could make sure they got killed. We considered that as a real option. The second option was that we felt that if Blacks in Alabama had the right to vote, they could protect Black children. We deliberately made a choice and chose the second option. At that time we promised ourselves and each other that if it took 20 years, or as long as it took, we weren’t going to stop working on it and trying, until Alabama Blacks had the right to vote. So we drew up that day an initial strategy draft for a movement in Alabama designed to get the right to vote. Desiring and wanting to do wrong blocks the will to know and to work.

Therefore, Diane and I had to overcome our desire for revenge and punishment for those who were responsible for bombing the church and killing the girls.

That was indeed a struggle, but that is the principle of atonement—to confess one’s own sin, to ask for and to get forgiveness for the sin from God.

It was in the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church where I had taught the students that segregation was caused by blacks not assuming responsibility for the right to vote. So here I was—faced with the truth and consequences of my lesson.

So I had to purge myself of anger, cowardice, laziness and fear. Once that was done, the idea, strategy and plan for the right to vote emerged.

I had a clear vision, I had confidence, and I had energy for work, so I moved from Atlanta, Georgia to Alabama, to engage in the struggle for the right to vote as recompense for the death of the four girls killed in the bombing.

Atonement allows a person to regain rational consciousness. Without this, one’s perception is incorrect and one’s motives are ill.

So, if love is not the motive and truth is not the foundation, then justice cannot be pursued or attained.

There was plenty of opposition to the proposal within the organization and outside of the organization. To the degree that people could not atone, to the same degree they could not embrace the proposal of going to Alabama and working to attain the right to vote for all people, as a just compensation for the crime that had been committed against the people.

Hate and fear cause apathy or violence, so if the internal agony is not transformed into the knowledge of the cause and into a working solution, negative social behavior or self-depreciating activity follows.

So Diane and I atoned, which transformed us from negative, cowardly, White-people-hating Negroes into responsible American citizens.

Then, as responsible American citizens we were able to overcome every opposition until, at last, Black people—not only in Alabama but throughout the South—enjoyed the right to vote.

They have learned one of life’s greatest lessons. Revenge really hurts you more than anyone else.

**SACCHARIN STAYS ON WARNING LIST**

Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 11/7/97:

The artificial sweetener, which for 20 years has been dogged by suspicion that it causes cancer, was denied the scientific equivalent of parole Friday when a board of independent experts recommended that it remain on the government’s list of suspected carcinogens.

Maybe I’m being paranoid but, after what we’ve learned about other artificial sweeteners, I venture to say that it’s possibly better for us—and thus the Elite can’t poison us as fast. And, probably, they can make far greater profits with the newer poisons called sweeteners.

*’EAT DIRT’ AS GOOD AS ‘BON APPETIT’*

From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 11/3/97:

**GAIACOL**

GAIACOL is a combination of colloidal silver, trace colloidal gold. This combination of ingredients has produced a product that is so high-frequency and potent that it could quite possibly be the solution to our ongoing fight against the new antibiotic-resistant diseases that we face today. Colloidal silver was used extensively and very successfully against bacteria, viruses, fungi and the like before the advent of the first antibiotic, penicillin. The many uses of colloidal gold were documented for the restoration of health as early as 1885, and gold was noted for its ability to restore the activity of the Civil Rights Movement.

It was in the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church that we learned one of life’s greatest lessons. Revenge really hurts you more than anyone else.

**CONTACT: THE PHOENIX PROJECT**

**NEW GAIACOL**

*GAIACOL* is a combination of colloidal silver, trace colloidal gold. This combination of ingredients has produced a product that is so high-frequency and potent that it could quite possibly be the solution to our ongoing fight against the new antibiotic-resistant diseases that we face today. Colloidal silver was used extensively and very successfully against bacteria, viruses, fungi and the like before the advent of the first antibiotic, penicillin. The many uses of colloidal gold were documented for the restoration of health as early as 1885, and gold was noted for its ability to restore the activity of the Civil Rights Movement.

Research has demonstrated that colloidal silver is non-toxic to humans, yet it allows no known disease-causing organism to live in its presence. With the addition of trace colloidal gold and trace crystalline driers, the frequency of *GAIACOL* is remarkably enhanced to facilitate the demise of these newer, more powerful viruses and bacteria. *GAIACOL* is gentle enough to use topically on just about any skin, hair, or mouth condition without fear of toxicity and is outstanding for burns.

For internal use during any type of infectious process, start with one teaspoon the first day and then 10-12 drops, 3-4 times per day under the tongue until the infection clears. Then maintain with 3-4 drops, 3-4 times per day under the tongue. **IMPORTANT:** Due to the powerful nature of this product, friendly bacteria can be affected, so it is advisable to replace the natural intestinal flora with some type of acidophilus/lactobacillus supplement daily, or at least when symptoms are noted such as cramps, bloating, diarrhea, constipation and a general feeling of malaise.

*GAIACOL* is said to be safe for children and pets, and can be taken with other medications without incident. This product is not addictive and does not build up a tolerance to it in the body. Available in 2oz., 16oz., and 32oz. bottles.

Offered through New Gaia Products

800-639-4242
Eating soil can be good for you. This is the verdict of scientists in Canada who have analyzed soils eaten by people in China, Zimbabwe and the United States. The samples they looked contained exactly the nutrients needed to provide the benefits that soil-eaters report. People have a long history of eating earth: Romans made medicinal tablets from soil and goat's blood; Germans in the last century substituted fine clay for butter on their bread; and in some African countries, clay is still sold as a digestive remedy. Health professionals nowadays consider the habit to be a symptom of mental illness.

Susan Aufreiter of the University of Toronto and William Mahaney of York University, also in Toronto, wondered if there was any evidence to support "geopahgy"—eating earth for medicinal reasons.

They used a technique called instrumental neutron activation analysis to get a chemical breakdown for each of the soil samples. The first sample, a fine, light-yellowish soil from China's Hunan province, was used as "famine food" as recently as the 1950s. The second was a soft clay from Stokes County in North Carolina, said to be good for general health. The third sample, a red soil from temeute mounds, was collected in Zimbabwe, where it is eaten to soothe upset stomachs.

The Chinese soil turned out to be rich in iron, calcium, vanadium, magnesium, manganese and potassium—all of which would be in short supply in times of famine. The North Carolina soil was rich in iron and iodine, important for the health of both children and women of childbearing age, and often missing from the diets of the poor.

"It's an insult to say 'eat dirt,'" Aufreiter says. "But poor Blacks in the South did, and they were saved. In the soil from Zimbabwe, the researchers found kaolinite, the principal ingredient in the commercial diarrhea treatment, Kapectate.

The way things are going in this country, this information may become valuable to many before things get better, despite our poor soil minerals.

THE PHYSICS OF FREEZING PIPES

From POPULAR SCIENCE magazine, 2/1997: [quoting]

Burst water pipes are caused by the expansion of freezing ice against the walls of the pipe, right? Wrong.

In a remarkable series of laboratory and field experiments, researchers at the University of Illinois have demonstrated that the actual cause of damage to freezing water pipes isn't the force of the expanding ice on the pipe, but rather an extreme rise in water pressure downstream from the blockage. According to the study, the water pressure can rise in these situations from about 40 psi to more than 4,000 psi.

A typical scenario might be like this: A stretch of copper pipe is exposed to unusually cold temperatures, and ice begins to form on the pipe's inside walls. Since water volume expands about 9 percent as it turns to ice, the ice formation eventually can completely block the water flow. Water upstream from the blockage is able to flow back toward its source, such as the street connection. But the water downstream is trapped because the faucets are closed. As the ice continues to form and expand, pressures downstream from the blockage skyrocket. Because this entire section of pipe experiences the same elevated pressure, the failure can occur at any point, even within the heated space of the building.

Now that researchers better understand the problem, they have devised a simple, effective solution: a modified faucet washer that enables the faucet to leak a little under high pressure. This inexpensive device could eliminate much of the $400 million per year of insurance claims now paid to homeowners for freeze-related plumbing damages. —Ned Nisson [End quoting]

This piece of information can save many of us lots of dollars this winter. Take heed—if nothing else, learn to have a faucet open a little, nearest to the coldest end of the pipes.

OPEN LETTER TO UFOLOGISTS, AND PARANORMAL RESEARCHERS

From the INTERNET, 10/29/97: [quoting]

Open Letter to Mr. Andrews:

I wrote this a week or so ago. I would appreciate your passing it on to your group, and anyone else you can. Please make sure I remain anonymous.

If people want to offer feedback, make the feedback public; I'll see it.

Thank you.

I sit and I read your paranoia on the Internet. Your paranoia is caused by your actions, and actions of those I live, work, and breathe with. I see you where you are going, and see where you have been. I know you better than you know yourself, better than I know myself.

It pains me to know that you can never know your children, your offspring, your own flesh and blood, as well as theirs. For if you ever do know them, you will hate them, you will hate me, and you will hate the choice.

I am plagued daily by the thought that you see what is happening to you as pain and torture. They created you, you and me, and all we are. And while the Creation and what has become of it is one of the most fantastic things in the Universe, it went wrong. We kill, maim, rape, and torture ourselves, others, and our children. We simply do not respect what we have to give, and what we are yet to receive.

That is why, to them, it is not torture or pain. It is correction of their errors to make it better for all. Who is right? They created us, they created you, they created me. They did this of themselves, selfless in action, and harmful in growth. Who is right? Have we grown to become a race that believes that because we became what we are without regard to their assistance, and now that we have they should just stay out of our lives. Or do they not have you right to make us better, to make them better, and to make it a better place.

Our fascination is with money, war, power and control. It rules us, owns us, and makes us think that is why we are here. You can love all of these things—to each their own—but you cannot hold them close to you at night, and they will never love you back. They will give you shallow satisfaction, and a sick sense of righteousness.

Some thirty years ago, a man invented an engine that could separate hydrogen from water, burn it, replace the burnt fuel with hydrogen from the air, and get water again. One hundred percent clean, one hundred percent effective, and ninety-nine percent perpetual. He is believed dead now, or missing at best. All because of someone who wants to have the power and money. They want this power and money to provide for their children.

Children, who in 20 years will not be able to spend time in the Sun, or breathe unfiltered air, because someone was so fixated on making their life better for them. Some nice thoughts, aren't they?

For over forty years, our government and others have been detonating nuclear explosives in the stratosphere. They are still doing it, do not kid yourself. Take a RA [radio activity?] reading on a commercial jet airliner, immediately after landing. The results with exposure of twenty minutes or more is fatal. It dissipates fast, but where did it come from? Who put it there, and why? Our government does it so the great people of our country can be safe, so their children can grow and take over in their place. So they can be the ones dying of cancer at ten, or eleven years old? What a gracious government we have, what a gift to me and my children.

The lies are abundant, thick in nature, and they are real. While your paranoia is about a fifty-fifty split on reality and fantasy, being fifty percent right about something that has never been confirmed is impressive. Your stories you tell, whether they are real and truthful, or deceptive and hurtful, are all useful. Until we decide to give you the answers you so well deserve, you have no other choice.

Do not, however, give up on these efforts. My only guarantee is this: it is working, and we are breaking. Decisions are changing, and things are leaking out. You are putting the screws on the heads of the ones who can make you informed. You have the power, and in this regard, you should use it!

Author Unknown [End quoting]

No matter where this came from there is a lot of truth in it that needs to be pondered.

ICE CREAM "FOOD FOR THE SOUL"

From the INTERNET, 11/1/97: [quoting]

Last week I took my children to a restaurant. My six-year-old son asked if he could say grace. As we bowed our heads he said, "God is good. God is great. Thank you for the food, and I would even thank you more if mom gets us ice cream for dessert. And Liberty and justice for all! Amen!"

Along with the laughter from the other customers nearby I heard a woman remark, "That's what's wrong with this country. Kids today don't even know how to pray. Asking God for ice cream! Why, I never!"

Hearing this, my son burst into tears and asked me, "Did I do it wrong? Is God mad at me?"

As I was about to answer him I had done a total job and God was certainly not mad at him, an elderly gentleman approached the table. He winked at my son and said, "I happen to know that God thought that was a great prayer." "Really?" my son asked. "Cross my heart.

Then in theatrical whisper he added (indicating the woman whose remark had started this whole thing), "Too bad she never asks God for ice cream. A little ice cream is good for the soul sometimes."

Naturally, I bought my kids ice cream at the end of the meal. My son stared at his for a moment and then did something I will remember the rest of my life. He picked up his sundae and without a word walked over and placed it in front of the woman. With a big smile he told her, "Here, this is for you. Ice cream is good for the soul sometimes and my soul feels good already."

—author unknown [End quoting]
The Final Time Has Come

PART III OF A SERIES

Editor's note: For those of you who may be new to our readership, meet Gary L. Wean: he entered the Los Angeles Police Department Academy in 1946, after making a number of distinguishing contributions in World War II. Among the road of a brilliant police career, he eventually became Chief Investigator for the Ventura County Public Defender Office. Gary had contributed many articles to CONTACT, but none created a bigger stir than our Front Page for our 9/6/94 issue, when he wrote the definitive story called, "O.J. Simpson Frame-Up: Jewish Mafia Conspiracy For Race Riots & Revolution" which we have, by popular demand, been pressured to reprint on several later occasions.

The following is Part III of a new Series from Gary which began in the 10/28/94 issue of CONTACT.

10/22/97 GARY WEAN

It isn't only the election process the Mishpucka has invaded and sabotaged. In the churches and day schools, as I have already herein revealed, and in the public schools, the minds of the Christian children have been targeted by the evil Mishpucka. The morals and ethics of the Christian children and their parents are being made mush by the Jews' attacks on their Christian values.

For God's sake, listen to this: Right in Salem, Oregon, the very place where the Mishpucka is going to 'burn Cooley at the stake' the Salem Police, on Thursday, December 19, 1996, rushed to convene on Bush Elementary School. A 'gang' of seven-year-old boys (2nd graders) had methodically plotted to murder and hunt down a seven-year-old girl because she had jilted their 'leader.' Salem Police Lt. Roger Vinyard said, "It's really hard, really, really difficult to imagine this... I've been here 27 years and never seen anything like it."

The four members of a gang said they had hunted the girl down with the intent to murder her. The leader was upset because the second-grade girl he had been going after got mad and broke up with him. The leader said they cornered the girl near a large jungle-gym and attacked her with the intent to kill her. One boy held the girl's hands so she couldn't fight, a second boy clamped his hands over the girl's mouth and a third boy held the girl's nose so she couldn't breathe. The girl had difficulty breathing and then stopped struggling. Believing the girl to be dead, they left.

The gang leader said he got the idea from TV shows where he had seen them blow up a guy's head. And [that] a gang is a group of guys who hang out together at recess, beat up people and sometimes rob and kill people.

Dear Lord, what are they teaching our young children at our schools? And a gaggle of Mishpucka Psycho Counselors converged on the school with more of their insanity. William Modzeleski, the Director of the Safe and Drug-Free Schools Programs at the U.S. Department of Education, says, "It goes all the way from simple burglary or bullying which is very common, up to violent assault and even homicide."

Bill Pfohl, President of the National Association of School Psychologists, said statistics on elementary-school violence are limited because it is "relatively new phenomenon."

Why is this a new phenomenon? The American Family Association Law Center of Tupelo, Mississippi and the National Legal Foundation of Virginia know the evil reason. These two conservative Christian groups, along with families from Beaverton and Cottage Grove, Oregon, have gone to Federal Court to get Oregon's entire Educational Reform effort thrown out of schools.

On Monday, January 6, 1997, the Christians went to Federal Court. Magistrate Thomas Coffin told the Christians' attorney he was talking nonsense. In the first place, Magistrates are not judges; they are political 'appointees' of the District Court Judges. That makes Federal Judges politicians instead of Judiciary members. The U.S. Senate and House of Representatives give District Court Judges this political power to appoint. The District Court Judges use their Magistrates to create chaos and confusion to destroy the real issues and then make a recommendation to the Judge to dismiss the case. The Judge will then dismiss the case and state that he is just going by the Magistrate's recommendation; this gets the Judge off the hook. Later if there comes to be a problem, he merely blames the Magistrate.

Magistrates are nothing but political hack's. They are friends and relatives of the judges who as lawyers are unable to make a living on their own. The taxpayers could save several billions of dollars a year by firing these leaches and putting the District Court Judges back to work and making them responsible for their decisions.

The evil 'Reform Act' is known as the Oregon Educational Act for the 21st Century. Concocted by the Mishpucka, it was designed to denigrate and eventually wipe out the Christian parents' control of their children.

Some of the vicious Mishpuckas behind this conspiratorial plot are rabid Jews. Portland Mayor Vera Katz was a legislator who guided the evil Reform Act through the 1991 session. She derided the Christians' complaints of a conspiracy are familiar, old and frivolous." Other exceedingly vicious Mishpuckas are Norma Paulus, the State School Superintendent; and Yvonne Katz, the Beaverton School Superintendent who stated, "We are contemptuous of the Christians' lawsuits to regain control of their children." Paulus, like the perennial Jew, whined that, "When the Christians can't find an innocent person under every bed, they have to find some other conspiracy."

The Christians haven't found a communist; they have found the Mishpucka (the Jew Crime Family). The Christians' lawyer Stephen Crampton said, "The Oregon Educational Act for the 21st Century is nothing less than a 'mind-control' undertaking, it is slavery of the mind."

This evil against the people was what Congresswoman Wes Cooley was fighting to save America from in Washington, D.C. This is what brought down the wrath of the Mishpuckas upon him and his family. Wes Cooley was the one man, the only man in the entire Congress, who kept his promise to the voters who elected him. This is not a matter of Republican or Democrat, Conservative or Liberal, Right or Left; this is a matter of Religion—Christians against Jews. Who is going to win? If the Jews win, the Constitution is gone. If the Constitution is gone, America is dead and so are the Christians.

Wes Cooley must file for reinstatement to Congress, for a new Special Election and the removal of Robert Smith from office for a criminal conspiracy to destroy a legally elected Congressman and to deny the people of Oregon the right to be represented by the person of their choice.

Comprehensive reports must be filed, with facts and evidence, to Congressman Burton's Committee, the Justice Department, and the FBI demanding that they conduct open investigations where the people can watch everything they do.

We know the ACLU is never going to come to Wes Cooley's or the people's defense; it is well known the ACLU is a criminal-backed organization established by the Mishpucka. In fact because of theilk of the people attacking him, Cooley was barely able to even get one lawyer. The great Gerry Spence turned him down; obviously Larry King would never invite Gerry Spence back to his TV propaganda show if he was to represent and help an American Christian.

The American Family Assn. Law Center is the organization's legal arm; they take on causes free of charge for conservative Christians. The National Legal Foundation based in Virginia Beach, Va., is a similar group specializing in Constitutional law and seeing itself as an alternative to the American Civil Liberties Union.

Congressman Cooley and the Plaintiffs, the parents of the children in the two school districts, have been subject to vicious brainwashing from the local newspapers, mainly The Oregonian which is a Mishpucka newspaper run along the same principle as the Washington Post. The Oregonian from the very outset, when Louie Freeh gave Congressman Cooley's dossier to Gingrich, has blasted Cooley with propagated lies and blackened his character with innuendo and falsehoods in conspiratorial acts.

The plaintiffs in their lawsuit are: Sue Downey, a Beaverton School Board member Frederick and Linda Sloane of Beaverton; and
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Robert and Barbara Tennison; and Curtis and Teresa Deatherage, all of Cottage Grove. Teresa Deatherage also is a member of the South Lane School Board.

There wasn't a single Congressman in Washington, D.C., who stood up and battled and put his future on the line for Christian parents like Congressman Cooley did.

This is a fight to the bitter end, between the Christian Religion which believes and puts their faith in Jesus Christ the Son of God, and Jew Talmud Judaism, which is a contract with Satan. The lies the Jews have concocted, such as Judeo-Christian and Faith Connection, can never integrate Christian and Jews. They are two absolutely different things.

Anybody who spreads lies that Mary was a prostitute and that Jesus was not the Son of God and that the Italians killed Jesus and not the Jews can never call themselves a Christian. There is an invisible line between the Christians and Jews. This is the test, the final test of those who are loyal Christians and those who are causing it.

Christians must realize that the Jews' favorite weapon, their bomb, their hand-grenade of words, 'anti-Semitic', which they have been exploding on Christians with devastating results, is nothing but 'hot-air and baloney'—it's what the Jews call the 'whammy'.

In the old days when the Jews from eastern Russia were flooding into New York and American shores, they didn't leave their evil ways in Russia. They brought their whole bag with them. With Jews, everything is a scam; nothing is based on merit. In prize fights between a Christian and a Jew, all their money was bet on the Jew. They had a sleazy little Jew named Finklestein; he had real weird eyes: the Jews called him 'Evil Eye Finkle'. For a fee, Finkle would sit in the Christian's corner and give the boxer the Evil eye.

The Jews found that it worked; so unnerved the Christian fighter that the Jews won. They called it the 'whammy', and the Jews have been giving the Christians the Evil-Eye whammy ever since. Finklestein is dead. He died like all Jews die—there is no 'hereafter' for them. But the Jews discovered a new 'whammy' and how it unnerves the Christians: they scream 'anti-semitic'!

But there is a Christian weapon the Jews cannot withstand, the Truth: the Jews cannot stand against the truth. When you hold up the Cross—the Cross on which Jesus was Crucified—and inform them that Jesus is the Son of God, they flee like the vampires and the bloodsuckers that they are. And their ridiculous propaganda that they are God's Chosen People vanishes with them.

The Final Battle is about to begin; skirmishes are occurring across the land of America. Our Christian beliefs and the Truth are our weapons, and God is watching; it is a test of our loyalty; the True Christians will be rewarded as the Lord has promised.

In old Hymn books, as a young boy in the 1920s I sang along with the others in church, "Onward, Christian Soldiers, marching as to war, with the Cross of Jesus going on before...".

Christians will no longer find this stirring hymn among Christian Hymnals because the Jews who control the publishing companies, printing presses and censor power will not allow it.

If our courts were operating under Constitutional law, any Jew mouthing their vicious accusations of 'anti-semitic, far-right, hate groups and terrorist', to name a few they have designed to destroy a Christian's life, could be sued. They could be hauled into court and made to define their 'anti-Christian' Whammy and prove their evil accusations that they scream so freely.

But under the Mishna (Jew law) this cannot be done and a Christian will be lucky if he survives the ridiculous accusations, a stigma that sticks to you like a conviction for a horrible crime.
political and family matters. Upon completion, these writings became a document they called the Talmud. It embraced all of Judaism, and one of the head Judaists was then called the 'Holy' and all rabbis became spiritual heads of their communities.

In Asia, far east of the Caspian Sea and beyond Kazakhstan, there was a vast area in Northern Mongolia. This region known as Kazyr was occupied and controlled by a multitudinous tribe of ferocious, warlike Mongolian pagans.

In the Century 700 A.D., shortly after the Pharisee Judaists put together the Talmud, new and rich trade routes were opening up. The Kazyr Mongols controlled the all-important, strategic 'cross-roads' between eastern Europe and China-India. Seeing the immense value of these trade routes, the rabbis manipulated a business agreement with the Mongols. In this contract the Mongols converted en masse to Talmud Judaism, and in exchange the rabbis gave them certain rights over the trade routes to Europe.

The Kazyr Mongols' 'language-dialect' was Yiddish, and their word Jew became their term to call themselves Ashkenazim Jews.

This gene has not been a deadly cancer mutation that has not been found among non-Ashkenazim. But because of their own treacherous conspiracy of mutaquerade, these people with this deadly cancer gene are not Ashkenazi Jews; they are Kazyr Mongolian Jews. There is no such thing as an Ashkenazi Jew; this is just another of the Jews' insane lies. It was fostered by the Mongol Jews to give them a new identification, to make it appear they were connected to the Ashkenazi people living in the vicinity of Mount Ararat. The real Ashkenazim are Biblical people mentioned in Genesis 10:3; I Chronicles 1:6; and Jeremiah 31:27. Thus the Mongol Kazyr Jews very early on tricked the world into falsely believing that Jews were connected to the Israelites and the Holy Land.

God's real Chosen People were the Israelites who returned from captivity in Babylon. During this period of history, the Mongolian Kazyr Jews were nothing more than wild, pagan barbarians roaming Mongolia and China with their Yiddish dialect. They had never set foot within thousands of miles of Israel. In fact and truth, there is no such thing as a Jew race. They are Mongolians.

In these current, modern times the Mongol Jews who call themselves Ashkenazi Jews are 90% of all the Jews in the World. The other 10% call themselves Sephardic Jews and claim they originated in Spain and Portugal, but they are Pharisee Judaists, the original Christ-killers from Israel.

The biologists state that this gene among the Mongol Kazyr Jews is not Ashkenazi nor is it Sephardic. It is unique and does not originate from Europe at all. It is found among all races and all populations with no Jewish influence.

In these modern, current times, the Mongol Jews who call themselves Ashkenazi Jews have no connection to the Maccabees or with any of the Hebrew religion, and their so-called Kippurs, scrolls, phony icons, banging their heads on the wailing wall and mumbling are an incredible hoax, a gigantic scam, one great big, lying fraud. They have no connection to being Kazyr Mongols.

In the centuries of following Satan, the Jews have become enmeshed in the most horrible crimes of mass murder, assassination and other conspiracies of evil. The Jews will suffer whatever punishment it is that God and his Son Jesus Christ mete out to them for they have blasphemed God's name in vain.

In their centuries of following Satan, the Jews have become enmeshed in the most horrible crimes of mass murder, assassination and other conspiracies of evil. The Jews will suffer whatever punishment it is that God and his Son Jesus Christ mete out to them for they have blasphemed God's name in vain.

In these current, modern times the Mongol Jews who call themselves Ashkenazi Jews have no good because this world-shaking event is of God's own hand.

The director of the Human Genome Project at the National Institute of Health describes this discovery as 'extremely dramatic'. The biologists at the Johns Hopkins Oncology Center in Baltimore have found a special gene among the people who call themselves Ashkenazi Jews.

This gene is not a deadly colon cancer mutation that has not been found among non-Ashkenazim. But because of their own treacherous conspiracy of masquerade, these people with this deadly cancer gene are not Ashkenazi Jews; they are Kazyr Mongolian Jews. There is no such thing as an Ashkenazi Jew; this is just another of the Jews' insane lies. It was fostered by the Mongol Jews to give them a new identification, to make it appear they were connected to the Ashkenazi people living in the vicinity of Mount Ararat. The real Ashkenazim are Biblical people mentioned in Genesis 10:3; I Chronicles 1:6; and Jeremiah 31:27. Thus the Mongol Kazyr Jews very early on tricked the world into falsely believing that Jews were connected to the Israelites and the Holy Land.

God's real Chosen People were the Israelites who returned from captivity in Babylon. During this period of history, the Mongolian Kazyr Jews were nothing more than wild, pagan barbarians roaming Mongolia and China with their Yiddish dialect. They had never set foot within thousands of miles of Israel. In fact and truth, there is no such thing as a Jew race. They are Mongolians.

In these current, modern times the Mongol Jews who call themselves Ashkenazi Jews are 90% of all the Jews in the World. The other 10% call themselves Sephardic Jews and claim they originated in Spain and Portugal, but they are Pharisee Judaists, the original Christ-killers from Israel.

The biologists state that this gene among the Mongol Kazyr Jews is not Ashkenazi nor is it Sephardic. It is unique and does not originate from Europe at all. It is found among all races and all populations with no Jewish influence.

In these current, modern times the Mongol Jews who call themselves Ashkenazi Jews have no connection to the Maccabees or with any of the Hebrew religion, and their so-called Kippurs, scrolls, phony icons, banging their heads on the wailing wall and mumbling are an incredible hoax, a gigantic scam, one great big, lying fraud. They have no connection to being Kazyr Mongols.

In the centuries of following Satan, the Jews have become enmeshed in the most horrible crimes of mass murder, assassination and other conspiracies of evil. The Jews will suffer whatever punishment it is that God and his Son Jesus Christ mete out to them for they have blasphemed God's name in vain.

In their centuries of following Satan, the Jews have become enmeshed in the most horrible crimes of mass murder, assassination and other conspiracies of evil. The Jews will suffer whatever punishment it is that God and his Son Jesus Christ mete out to them for they have blasphemed God's name in vain.
Mongolian Kazyr are 'God's Chosen People', and the word Jew is just a word in the Yiddish dialect. The Mongol Kazyr Jews have no basis of standing in American Constitutional law to file suits in court to suppress, as they have in Russia. Mongol Kazyr Jews stand in American Constitutional law to file lawsuits in court to suppress the Russian people could not understand. Czar Nicholas II was incredibly wealthy, the richest man in the world, and had a personal staff of fifteen thousand people. The crown property was estimated at over ten billion pounds, at today's value equivalent to at least six-hundred-billion dollars, an astronomical fortune. This fortune included vast reaches of real estate all over the world, diamond and ore mines, international corporate assets, railroads and tons of gold bullion, etc., etc. The Czar had made numerous fatal mistakes; in this particular one, he had appointed an evil Mongol Kazyr Jew, Dimitri Rubinstein as his Chief Banker and entrusted him with the Czar's Imperial Seal.

Before the Czar and his entire family were slaughtered, Rubinstein, the Chief Banker, had obtained the Czar's signature on every necessary document and placed the Imperial Seal there on the transfer of the entire fortune. World War I was over and the Mongol Kazyr Jews then plundered every inch of Germany and left its people in such poverty and misery that it was the basis for WWII.

The atrocities throughout Russia began, and millions of Christians were slaughtered and their property stolen by the Mongol Kazyr Jews. The Iron Curtain was erected around Russia and no one was allowed to enter or make scholarly research of any of the Mongolian Kazyr Jews. All physical evidence that would reveal their true identity as being Mongolian Kazyr Jews was removed or destroyed, they thought. What they didn't know was that God had implanted them with an identifying gene that at any given time could be exposed.

Russian Christians and their government were set up by the Mongol Jews with treachery, revolution, chaos, murder and assassination. And the Mongol Jew banker Dimitri Rubenstein, through betrayal of his official government office, stole the Christian Russians' immense fortune.

Now, nearly a century later, the Jews are ready again; they are going out of the same scam in the identical modus-operandi; they are going to steal the world's greatest fortune.

American Christians are now being set up by a Mongol Jew banker, Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin (aka Rubin), a direct descendant of the Russian banker, Mongol Jew Dimitri Rubenstein.

Another Rubenstein in the evil Mongol Jew conspiracy to destroy America was Jack Rubenstein (aka Jack Ruby), who was a conspirator in the assassination of Pres. John F. Kennedy and who killed Lee Harvey Oswald. The Christians who don't believe this and who scoff at loyal Christians should check these Rubenstein's genes; they all come from the Kazyr Mongol Jews.

If the Christians are too cowardly to help God destroy Satan's evil followers with this powerful weapon and knowledge he has given to America then only God knows what is going to happen to America and the people who claim to be Christians. It also says in II Chronicles 16:9 that "God is seeking a man whose heart is perfect toward Him." If the Christians abandon God, will God then abandon them?

To be continued. 
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writer. Ah, but are inventions truly protected through the process of obtaining a patent? Let us take a long, hard look into the mammoth and pest of inventors. Jealousy and envy deny the merit through the process of obtaining a patent? Let us quoting.

EXPOSES

A very strong case may be made in favor of those who state that to file for a patent is a BIG MISTAKE; that filing for a patent, in fact, EXPOSES the invention for literal theft by the Elite in high places. Some, an ever increasing number in recent years, say that filing for a patent is tantamount to throwing your invention away, permanently. However, quietly and legally documenting the invention concept, drawings, etc., and actually developing and producing the invention, then widely dispersing the final product MAY INSURE SAFETY AND END-RESULT PROFIT. But we will explore these arguments later in the article. For now, let's just get some background on the subject of patents and patent law.

In Inventions, Patents and Their Management we read: [quoting]

Invention opens a path to profit. It opens this path to any man, provided he does certain things. He must combine the creative gift of invention with understanding to follow his idea through to a successful result. This means that he must make intelligent use of the patent system to protect his rights and must, furthermore, develop his idea into a successful new product or process. To develop his idea in this manner, he must also learn and understand the business procedures involved in each step of each case, or else find an associate—a person or a company—who can and will do so effectively.

As Charles F. Kettering has said, if an invention is to be of any use, it must be transformed into a commercial product, and there is an enormous step between the idea and the product. This step in development has been called the "shirt-losing" phase of invention, because that is where most mistakes are made. This is where unforeseen obstacles loom up suddenly to kill the inventor's prospects.

Dr. Vannevar Bush in 1956 stated: "Actually invention is only one part, and sometimes a relatively minor one, in a long process of rendering a new device or combination useful to the public. There has to be sound science to precede the act of invention to produce the knowledge on which it is based. And following invention there needs to be sound engineering, study of possible markets, development and design, and finally the expenditure of venture capital to provide the facilities for production and for advertising and selling." [End quoting.]

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The granting of patents for inventions began in fifteenth-century Italy, the first being given by the Republic of Venice in 1421 to Filippo Brunelleschi for a cargo boat. The first patent law was that of the Republic of Venice, in 1474. In 1594 Galileo Galilei received a patent from the Republic of Venice on a system of raising water.

In England, in the Middle Ages, only the king had the right to grant special privileges, called letters patent. This custom was often abused, and resulted in aiding the king's friends and oppressing the rest of the people. The system was so unfair that it was abolished in 1624 during the reign of James I. In 1624, the British Parliament passed the Statute of Monopolies, which restricted the granting of monopolies for anything other than new inventions. The British Statute of Monopolies remains the basis of the British and American patent systems to this day.

Of innovations, Francis Bacon wrote, "As the births of living creatures, at first are ill-shapen, so are all innovations, which are the births of time. Yet notwithstanding, as those that first bring honor into their family, are commonly more worthy than most that succeed, so is the first precedent (if it be good) is seldom attained by imitation."

Our Founding Fathers seemingly provided for a patent system in the United States Constitution. Quoting from Article I, Section 8, under the heading "Patents and Copyrights" we read, "To promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries."

In The Federalist Papers, No. 43, Madison states, regarding Article I, Section 8, "The utility of this power will scarcely be questioned. The copyright of authors has been solemnly adjudged in Great Britain to be a right of common law. The right to useful inventions seems with requial reason to belong to the inventors. The public good fully coincides in both cases with the claims of the individuals. The States cannot separately make effectual provision for either of the cases, and most of them have anticipated the decision of this point by laws passed at the instance of Congress."

Benjamin Franklin (who invented the Franklin stove, the bifocal eyeglass lens, and several other things) thought inventors ought to be willing to invent solely for the benefit of mankind; but, realizing that not everybody could afford to be so generous, he approved of the patent section of the Constitution.

In Benjamin Franklin, by Carl Van Doren, we read: [quoting]

As Franklin was not ambitious, neither did he expect too much from the world, which he knew as few scientists have known it. "There are everywhere a number of people who, being totally destitute of any inventive faculty themselves, do not readily conceive that others may possess it," he wrote to John Lining on 18 March 1755. "They think of inventions as miracles: there might be such formerly, but they are ceased. With these, everyone who offers a new invention is deemed a pretender: he had it from some other country or from some book. A man of their own acquaintance, one who has no more sense than himself, could not possibly, in their opinion, have been the inventor of anything. They are confirmed, too, in these sentiments by frequent instances of pretensions to invention which vanity is daily producing. That vanity too, though an incitement to invention, is at the same time the pest of inventors. Jealousy and envy deny the merit or the novelty of your invention; but vanity, when the utility and merit of an invention are established, claims it for its own... Thus through envy, jealousy, and the vanity of competitors for fame, the origin of many of the most extraordinary inventions, though produced within but a few centuries past, is involved in doubt and uncertainty. We scarce know to whom we are indebted for the compass and for spectacles; nor have even paper and printing, that record everything else, been able to preserve with certainty the name and reputation of their inventors. One would not, therefore, of all faculties or qualities of the mind, wish for a friend or a child that he should have that of invention. For his attempts to benefit mankind in that way, however well imagined, if they do not succeed, expose him, though very unjustly, to general ridicule and contempt; and if they do succeed, to envy, robbery, and abuse."

[Still quoting:]

Franklin refused to patent the lightning rod, often called the Franklin rod, or to profit by it. Though he never lost sight of what was being done in electricity during his whole lifetime, he was perfectly willing to have his contributions to it absorbed in the enlarging science. They were absorbed, and it is now difficult to trace the details of his influence. His Principe made only a beginning.

But in one discoverable respect he still survives wherever electricity is spoken of. Franklin appears to have been the first to use, at least in print in English, these electrical terms: armature, battery, brush, charged, charging, condense, conductor, discharge, electrical fire, electrical shock, electrician, electrified, electricity, electrify, electrified, Leyden bottle, minus (negative), plus (positive or positively), stroke (electric shock), uncharged. The Philadelphia Prometheus with his kite was also an American Adam in his electrical garden. [End quoting.]

The first act of Congress, passed April 10, 1790, placed the granting of patents in the hands of the Secretary of State, the Secretary of War and the Attorney General. Thomas Jefferson, as secretary of State, personally examined many petitions for patent. The Patent Office as a distinct bureau was established in 1802 under a Superintendent of Patents. Later, the Secretary of State alone was made responsible. By act of July 4, 1836, Congress made revisions in the patent laws and set up the Patent Office under a Commissioner of Patents, who performs all administrative duties with respect to
the granting and issuing of patents and the registration of trademarks. When the Department of the Interior was established by act of March 3, 1849, the Patent Office was transferred to its jurisdiction. Other revisions were made in 1870 and thereafter. On April 1, 1925, it was, by executive order of President Coolidge, transferred to the Department of Commerce under Secretary Hoover.

The law now in effect in Title 35 of the United States Code is a general revision which was enacted on July 19, 1952, and went into effect on January 1, 1953.

To read some insightful and thought-provoking commentary on the subject of patents from one of our nation’s greatest inventors (and electrical genius unsurpassed), refer to Nikola Tesla’s writing of Oct. 30, 1997 elsewhere in this article. I would also call your attention to Violinio St. Germain’s writing of Oct. 27, 1997, also within this article.

[Editor’s note: There is probably no other media source on this planet at the present time which would fold into a scholarly research article, like this one on patents and inventions, two “receptions” from the Higher Realms. But then again, our regular readers have learned to expect the unexpected! So, why not simply enjoy these sidebar commentaries for whatever thought-provoking merit they may provide. For some, they will undoubtedly resonate as Truth, and you can be sure that both authors were anxious to contribute to this topic which, fundamentally, addresses our human interactions with the Higher Realms of Inspiration—whether the results of those efforts be in the form of inventions, music, art, poetry, or any of the other Gifts which bring Higher Light into this third-dimensional experience. —E.Y.]

WHAT IS A PATENT?

Quoting from the 1957 Encyclopedia Britannica: A New Survey of Universal Knowledge, we read:

Theory of Law: A patent is in substance a contract between the Government, representing the public, and the inventor, under which the inventor discloses to the public an adequate specification of an invention, which he might otherwise have kept secret, so that the public may benefit by the disclosure and freely use the invention after the patent has expired.

Nature of the Monopoly: The patent grant creates a right to exclude others from making, using or selling any embodiment of the patented invention during the life of the patent. “A patent secures to the patentee the right to debar others from making the thing patented, but it does not confer upon him the right to make it. That he could do (though not exclusively) without a patent.” [End quoting.]

In Techniques for Preparing and Obtaining Your Own Patent, written by Hrand M. Muncheryan, we read: [quoting]

A patent for an invention is a grant by the government to the inventor, his heir, or assigns, of certain exclusive rights to his invention throughout the United States and its territories and possessions for the term of 17 years. It is a contract between the government and the inventor, giving the inventor, or his assign, the monopoly to prevent anyone else from making, using, or selling the invention. A distinction must be made here in that a patent does not grant the right to make, use, or sell the invention, but only grants the exclusive nature of the right. Any person is ordinarily free to make, use, or sell anything he pleases and a grant from the government is not necessary. The patentee, or his assign, may manufacture and sell the invention himself or he may license it; that is, he may give authorization to others to make and sell the invention.

In the United States, it is not the first person to file a patent application who is granted to patent. It is the first person who has reduced the idea to practice that is granted a patent, upon due showing and in compliance with the patent laws and regulations. Reducing an idea to practice means to make a drawing of, build, or produce a workable model which illustrates the invention. Proper drawings witnessed by two persons or by a notary public will constitute a valid step toward reduction to practice. [End quoting.]

WHAT A PATENT GRANTS

In Inventions, Patents and Their Management, Germain present and accounted for, in Radiance. I come on the Violet Ray of Transmutation. I come to offer you insight into that which you have requested.

Review your Constitution! Those who are gifted with THOUGHT and INSPIRATION, those who may see beyond an idea into the actual physical manifestation, are blessed indeed. Those ideas are given of Creator to be shared freely with mankind. Man, then, cleaves unto self that which has been freely given and seeks profit. The government, in turn, seeks to control IN ADVANCE the profit potential of a given “invention”—not only through ENDLESS DELAYS, but those in the Power Elite are given sufficient advance notice to proceed with the actual PRODUCTION of a given idea. All the while the so-called inventor is PUT ON HOLD for great periods of time. While it is true that in the technological age (really you’re just coming out of the stone age, it seems to me) creativity, inventiveness, and creation SHOULD be rewarded and, in a sense, “protected”. However, the drive for profit has skewed the equation of a free gifting and birthing of ideas from Creator into a sort of profit race wherein each person or company madly runs to cross the finish line first, thus insuring THAT NO ONE ELSE receive the benefit of that which Creator has GIVEN.

’Tis sad indeed. You will read about the virtues of protecting “intellectual property”. Well, the “hundredth-monkey” syndrome is fact, not fiction. Ideas cannot and must not be suppressed through laws—for Creator will always find a way to overcome such foolishness, even if it means pouring the idea into heads around the world!

Patents are a way of life, but it is the better part of wisdom to use and share ideas birthed from the Creator, for therein benefit to mankind and The Creation is assured, and by giving and regiving, abundance and well-being are assured.

Man must never forget from where he comes.

All credit goes to the Creator—all else is relatively insignificant.

Be well, my old friend. Stay the course!

Germain to clear. 💌
we read: [quoting]

The granting clause of the letters patent reads: "Now, therefore, these letters patent are to grant...the right to exclude others from making, using, or selling the said invention throughout the United States."

The phrase "to exclude others" is the heart of the matter. Note that the patent does not give the inventor the right to practice the invention himself if there are no prior patents or any state or Federal laws to interfere, he already has that right. On the other hand, if he would infringe some prior unexpired patent by making, using, or selling the invention, he does not have the right to exploit his invention without the consent of the owner of the prior patent. What he does have is the right to stop others from practicing the invention claimed in his patent.

Also, notice that when the patent says, "making...the said invention," it really means "making specimens of the said invention."

If an inventor invents an improvement upon or a combination involving a prior patented invention, and the improvement or combination is patentable, the inventor may patent the improvement or combination if he likes. But, if the prior patent is still in force, he may not practice the improvement or combination without the prior patent owner's permission. If he does, he commits infringement. [End quoting]

INVENTIONS AND PATENTS

Again, quoting from Inventions, Patents and Their Management:

Let us clearly understand the difference between the words invention and patent. An invention is something that has been invented, or the act of inventing. To invent is defined as "to contrive, think up, discover, or find out by study and experiment." A patent, on the other hand, is a contract about an invention between a government and an inventor.

Inventing is made up of two steps. The first of these steps is a purely mental act. The inventor thinks that it might be possible, by some new device or process, to accomplish something that has never been done. In time, a definite mental picture forms in his mind, of something new to him, which, he thinks, will achieve the aim that he has in mind. This might be a concept of something wholly new, or it might be a new combination of old parts to give a different result.

However, the inventor does not yet have an invention in the strict patent-law sense. He has an "inventive concept", but this concept does nobody any good if the inventor only thinks about it. In Symington Co. v. National Malleable Casting Co. (250 U.S. 383, 386), Mr. Justice Van Devanter, speaking for the U.S. Supreme Court, quoted with approval from the court's prior decision in Clark Thread Co. v. Willimantic Linen Co. (140 U.S. 481, 489) as follows: "A conception of the mind is not an invention until represented in some physical form, and unsuccessful experiments or projects, abandoned by the inventor, are equally destitute of that character." The inventor must do something to prove that he had the concept and that it is really new and useful. And here comes

10/30/97 NIKOLA TESLA

Good evening. Tesla here for a moment, in response to Rick's request for input. I come in the Light of the One wherefrom does originate ALL creativity! My, my, have we not chosen, Rick, a topic that steps on many, many toes among your Elite, by efforts to expose the facade and sham of your so-called patent or creative-idea "protection" system.

I was not always as aware of what was actually going on as I became in my later years upon your place. Indeed, in my younger days in your United States, I fell victim to many of the traps set into place by those whose purpose it was to thoroughly control and capture, for their own use, any Lighted Creativity streaming into the planet.

The dark controllers are very much aware of their own creative limitations. They also realize that this is due to their own choosing of the dark path. But that does not stop these amoral ones from robbing YOU of YOUR creative output—usually without you even suspecting such a thing is occurring.

In fact, it has always been the easiest of goals to fool the unsuspecting public, over and over again, by representing something as the EXACT OPPOSITE of its true purpose. You modern ones call this "putting spin" on an issue. Well, the dark ones are experts at this technique and the condition of your modern world is proof of what I mean.

Fortunately, I eventually learned, from the dark dealings of J.P. Morgan on my "behalf", how to circumvent their system of control—at least as best such could be accomplished upon your planet at the time. Now things are even worse, because the "nets" in place to capture Lighted Creativity are more elaborate and the population is more naive than ever before. This, of course, is due to the continued dumbing down of your population through your so-called "education" system, plus all of the other distractions that are thrown your way like carrots in front of a rabbit.

Meanwhile, the dark ones now control EVERY facet of your lives toward their own ends—which you may eventually suspect are NOT in YOUR best interests! Their control of the money-flow circuitry (a measure of energy flow) of your planet is perhaps their single greatest accomplishment, next to mind control itself.

It was a matter of my painful learning lessons to acquire the knowledge of how to hold onto "my own" creative accomplishments! My own? No! I quickly acknowledge that ALL indeed comes from Creator Source. Yet the important point most often overlooked by ones of Lighted intent is that it is incumbent upon the recipient of ANY such creative gifts—be they inventions or otherwise—to BE RESPONSIBLE FOR that which has been given unto them as conduit for sharing with their fellow planet-dwellers. I learned THAT lesson the hard way, too, in spades!

Mr. George Westinghouse was a Bright Light in a lake otherwise filled with piranhas. It is accurately documented in the best of biographies on my life that I tore up my contracts with him and gave up legal rights to a vast fortune. Why? Why not?!? Otherwise the piranhas would have taken BOTH of us down in one banking maneuver! After all, WHO controls the
the second step of the process, the physical part of it.

The physical act that completes the process of inventing is the reproduction of the inventive concept in some physical form. This may be a description, drawing, or model, or a combination of these. By making the description, drawing, or model, the inventor proves that he had the idea. To complete the process and prove that the invention is new and useful, he must either make an actual specimen of the invention or file an application for a patent on the invention.

These two steps, the mental and the physical, complete the inventive process. But what, strictly speaking, is the invention? Is it the description, drawing, model, or specimen? No, it is none of these things. It is the mental concept, the thought or plan, according to which the description, drawing, model, or specimen was made. The specimen and the patent application are called embodiments of the invention.

Now, about the meaning of patent: A government controls all property within its domain. The government issues deeds to property of some kinds to its citizens, and lets them own other kinds without any formal agreement as long as they got the property lawfully.

Inventions, however, are not property in the usual sense. They are not material things, but products of the brain. As long as an inventor keeps his invention secret, he has control of it...

Congress passed laws to enable inventors to profit from their inventions without keeping them secret. These laws, in effect, say to the inventor: "You have made an invention, but nobody can use it unless you reveal it. It is thought the public will benefit from knowing about it. If you will disclose your secret in a thorough and orderly manner that anyone skilled in the art can put it into practice, we will give you in return a contract, called a patent, giving you exclusive rights to stop others from making, using, or selling the invention, for seventeen years. During this time you may exploit the invention as you please, or sell or lease your rights, and if you die the rights shall pass to your heirs. But at the end of seventeen years the invention shall become public property." [End quoting.]

Now this is all well and good in theory. But there is certainly another agenda which can be supported through this construction of the government. And as I said early on in this writing, the "other side" of the patenting process is possibly not such an honorable enterprise. As Nikola Tesla explained in his commentary, there is a hidden agenda by the power elite to control what may be gifted to the planet through particular creative individuals, and there is no better way to keep an eye on what those individuals may be up to than by monitoring the stream of incoming patent applications filed by such creative ones. In that context, the entire patenting exercise becomes a facade for sophisticated thievery. But that is a consideration for later on in this article!

[To be continued.]
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Hold on to your private property rights...if you can!

"Smart Growth" and "Rural Legacy" are consistent with the UN's Habitat II Mandates.

Today the program has been implemented in Maryland...tomorrow you can expect it to be implemented in your state...and in your neighborhood!

"Private land ownership is a principle instrument of accumulating wealth and therefore contributes to social injustice. Public ownership of land is justified in favor of the common good, rather than to protect the interests of the already privileged."

—From UN Habitat I in 1976

**RURAL LEGACY PROGRAM**
(Maryland Senate Bill 388)
Passed: April 8, 1997

**PURPOSE:** To create areas defined as "...a region within or outside a metropolitan area designated by the Board as rich in agriculture..." in rural areas where "...a region within or outside a metropolitan area designated by the Board as rich in agriculture, natural and cultural resources."

- Creates a "Rural Legacy Board"
  - non-elected state bureaucrats
  - private land conservation corps
  - public-private partnerships
- The Board..."will yield benefits to individuals and communities..." in the local area.
- "PRIVATE LAND OWNERSHIP" is the foundation of the "Rural Legacy Board"..."will yield benefits to individuals and communities..."
- "STATE OWNED LAND" will be sold to individuals..."will yield benefits to individuals and communities..."
- "PRIVATE LAND OWNERSHIP" will be sold to individuals..."will yield benefits to individuals and communities..."
- "PRIVATE LAND OWNERSHIP" will be sold to individuals..."will yield benefits to individuals and communities..."

**SMART GROWTH (AREAS)**
(Maryland Senate Bill 389)
Passed: April 8, 1997

- Cuts off State funding of the infrastructure to rural areas.
  - Only already existing urban/suburban areas will receive any State infrastructure funds.
- "State infrastructure includes: ROADS, SEWERS, UTILITIES....and SCHOOLS.
- Rural counties will be unable to fund their own infrastructure projects due to:
  - Loss of the property tax base resulting from companion bill (SB 388) where self-interested LAND TRUSTS control zoning decisions.
  - Devaluation of property when no infrastructure improvements are possible.

**Land Trusts:**
- Such as The Nature Conservancy (SB388) will buy up the devalued lands in "steal deals" and either develop the land themselves, or sell it to the government for a profit—the conversion of private property to public.
- "PUBLIC CONTROL of land is therefore indispensable. Public ownership is justified in favor of the common good, rather than to protect the interests of the already privileged."

**SHATTERING THE "MYTH" ABOUT THE "DEADLY DUO"**

"Smart Growth and Rural Legacy will stop urban sprawl. This is True..." It will come to a stop—a dead stop, most likely within 10 years—but, at what price to your property values, your right to own property, and most of all, your right to live where you choose? The 1996 United Nations Habitat I conference document states: "Private land ownership is a principle instrument of accumulating wealth and therefore contributes to social injustice. Public control of land is therefore indispensable. Public ownership is justified in favor of the common good, rather than to protect the interests of the already privileged."

"Smart Growth" will save our dying cities and house the poor. (NOT TRUE.) This program is designed to funnel millions of YOUR tax dollars to special interest groups and other "insiders" to build only what and where the government says. Urban/suburban Marylanders (and later, all other Americans) will eventually be "communized" in the urban areas where control is easier to maintain. Rural areas will be "off limits" for human use.

"Rural Legacy" will protect the environment. (NOT TRUE) These bills are designed to protect the "environment" of the pocketbooks of special interest conservancy groups through land trusts "public-private partnerships" (a UN World Bank concept) whereby local zoning power is given to non-profit environmental groups and State bureaucrats. This "power" grants them authority over YOUR private property, YOUR property values...even to telling you where YOU can live, where YOU can move, where YOU can locate your business, or whether YOU can sell YOUR property at all. Here's how the World Bank explains it: "...the debate is no longer about extreme alternatives—about communism vs. capitalism...but about finding common ground...it is about how to harness the economic potential of free markets whilst accepting that there is much in society that cannot be run purely along free market lines."

These bills have been weakened, so there is nothing to worry about. (NOT TRUE.) At any time, through future legislation, or simply by an executive order, they can be restored to their original full power...and their original intent.

**UNIVERSAL RIGHTS**

- **HUMAN RIGHTS**
- **SOCIALISM**
- **COLLECTIVE RIGHTS**
- **THE GREATER GOOD**

**SHIPS**

"Smart Growth" and Rural Legacy will stop urban sprawl. This is True..." It will come to a stop—a dead stop, most likely within 10 years—but, at what price to your property values, your right to own property, and most of all, your right to live where you choose? The 1996 United Nations Habitat I conference document states: "Private land ownership is a principle instrument of accumulating wealth and therefore contributes to social injustice. Public control of land is therefore indispensable. Public ownership is justified in favor of the common good, rather than to protect the interests of the already privileged."

"Smart Growth" will save our dying cities and house the poor. (NOT TRUE.) This program is designed to funnel millions of YOUR tax dollars to special interest groups and other "insiders" to build only what and where the government says. Urban/suburban Marylanders (and later, all other Americans) will eventually be "communized" in the urban areas where control is easier to maintain. Rural areas will be "off limits" for human use.

"Rural Legacy" will protect the environment. (NOT TRUE) These bills are designed to protect the "environment" of the pocketbooks of special interest conservancy groups through land trusts "public-private partnerships" (a UN World Bank concept) whereby local zoning power is given to non-profit environmental groups and State bureaucrats. This "power" grants them authority over YOUR private property, YOUR property values...even to telling you where YOU can live, where YOU can move, where YOU can locate your business, or whether YOU can sell YOUR property at all. Here's how the World Bank explains it: "...the debate is no longer about extreme alternatives—about communism vs. capitalism...but about finding common ground...it is about how to harness the economic potential of free markets whilst accepting that there is much in society that cannot be run purely along free market lines."

These bills have been weakened, so there is nothing to worry about. (NOT TRUE.) At any time, through future legislation, or simply by an executive order, they can be restored to their original full power...and their original intent.
Militias And Pentecostalism
As British Subversion

PART III OF A SERIES

The following provocative and heavily researched article has been extracted from the 9/29/97 issue of The New Federalist (P.O. Box 889; Leesburg, VA 20178; 800-433-4108). We here present Part III in a series; Part II was in our 11/4/97 issue.

9/29/97 ANTON CHAITKIN

THE MOUNT RUSHMORE FOUNDATION

There is a little secret intelligence organization of Jim Ammerman's operating principally in Texas and some other Southern states. It's called the Mount Rushmore Foundation. Ammerman is the "chaplain" and strategist for it. One of their leaders is Gen. Ben Partin. He has made a name for himself: a nuclear weapons specialist, an explosives man, U.S. Army retired. He's been in the media a lot saying, reasonably enough, that Timothy McVeigh could not have blown up the Oklahoma City federal building by himself. But what is not put in the media very much, is Partin's general ideas. He believes the U.S. Government is essentially a communist government. He has subscribed since the 1940s to the Intelligence Digest, the British Israelite publication of Kenneth Hughe de Courcy's writings. And he is a fanatic Anglophile. Gen. Partin is the co-founder and board member of a group called the Front Line Fellowship, and they are at war in Africa. They participate in armed conflict all over Africa. The so-called missionaries in this group, as Gen. Partin described them to me, are former scouts of the South African army. Their African leader and Partin's co-founder, Peter Hammond, is described by Partin as a former leader in the South African government and military. This Fellowship is part of a huge set of military and other outfits laying siege to Sudan, Nigeria, and Kenya, having just carried out this genocide in and around Eritrea.

Gen. Partin, Ammerman's intelligence partner, and his group put out a book called Faith Under Fire in Sudan. Imagine an American general having this view of history. Chapter three celebrates, as a hero, a British homosexual drunk who helped kill 20 million Chinese and then tried to conquer Sudan, Charles "Chinese" Gordon. This genocidal lunatic was finally stopped by the Sudanese when they won their independence. He is put forward as the model Christian for Americans and the world to follow. Part of this book explains why Gordon was not a pederast, a homosexual and a drunk.

Now at this point we have to go into the heavy artillery. I'm putting on a wreath of garlic. You know what a vampire is? Garlic stops vampires. You need this in Virginia Beach, because you have a man down there name Pat Robertson.

Robertson's organization put out a flyer, an endorsement by former President George Bush, for Robertson's work, particularly in Africa. Pat Robertson's Christian Broadcasting Network was set up by Harald Bredesen, who was the chairperson of that Network, and the money for it was raised by the David DuPlessis and Bredesen's Full Gospel Businessmen's Fellowship in their Masonic activities all over the world for the British Empire. That's the history of it. Pat Robertson tried to back out of it; he was put back into action by Bredesen and the Full Gospel people. Just as Ammerman tried to back out of his chaplaincy, and Gen. Haines put him back into it.

We can see that the "high priestess" of the Pentecostal faith in America is a British Baroness [Caroline Cox], who is conducting Satanic warfare against the African people, in person. She is called a "saint" in the August 1997, issue of Charisma magazine, which is published by Stephen Strang on behalf of the central—you could call it the "police"—of the Pentecostal faith.

You are going to see now, finally, a video, in which Pat Robertson is going to justify the murder of a million human beings in Sudan by the war that was brought there by the British. Watch the interchange here—remember, this is religion, supposedly! And pay close attention to the ending comments by Pat Robertson.

'I THINK THEY WOULD COME TO HEEL VERY QUICKLY'

Robertson: "...these regimes that are so oppressive. Well, joining us now from our Washington bureau is the Baroness Caroline Cox. Lady Cox is the Deputy Speaker of the British House of Lords, and the UK president of Christian Solidarity International. She made three trips to prohibited areas in the southern Sudan this year.

"And Lady Cox, may I ask you, what did you find out on those three trips to Southern Sudan?"

Baroness Cox: "Well, good morning. We found one of the worst tragedies in the world today. The fundamentalist Islamic regime is carrying out Jihad or a Holy War, as they call it, against the Africans of the South, many of whom are Christians. But also [is] persecuting some of its own Muslim minorities in the North, who dare to oppose it. And that tragedy is [sic] unimaginable proportions. Recent years one-and-a-half million died, over five million displaced, and we believe tens of thousands of Black Africans enslaved."

Robertson: "Should the free nations of the world, the UK and the United States, begin to help the rebel group that is still fighting? What action should we take?"

Baroness Cox: "Well, first of all as Christians—I must bring a message from the Christian Church there in Sudan... Their first request is always for prayer. They feel forgotten by Christendom. But they also need political support. And what the International community must be doing is putting pressure on that regime in Khartoum to open up all of Sudan to humanitarian aid, open up Sudan to human rights monitors."

Robertson: "What is your feeling about the success of such an initiative... Do you think we can succeed as the international community against Sudan?"

Baroness Cox: "Well, we've got to speak for truth and justice as Christians... Sudan must be brought to account..."

Robertson: "Lady Cox, thank you for your courage in this." [Cox exits]

Robertson: "We've got to do something and somebody who is a key member of the British House of Lords can make something happen. We need members of the United States Congress doing the same thing..."

"Sudan is not all that powerful. They're, I think you can say, a rogue regime... I was in Khartoum some time ago with George Bush when he was Vice President. In that time... it wasn't as extreme as this current military regime. The President was more or less benign. But there was a coup against him shortly after we were there. And so we've had successive dictatorial regimes.

"It wouldn't be that hard for the international community to put pressure on Sudan. They own a huge amount of money, and I think if there was..."
Our American Revolution against the British Empire, our Declaration of Independence, have been the greatest inspiration of courage to men everywhere.

In 1861, America was sliding towards civil war. Taking office as President, Abraham Lincoln asked Americans to be moved by the "better angels of our nature," to save the Union.

The Union victory, the completion of our Constitution with civil rights, and Lincoln's nationalist economic leadership, gave this country and the entire world a miraculous leap in inventiveness, power over nature, and optimism.

We now ask our fellow men to hark back to those better angels, of Lincoln, and to bury the evil spirits that have brought such devastation to our planet.

In 1861, America was sliding towards civil war. Taking office as President, Abraham Lincoln asked Americans to be moved by the "better angels of our nature," to save the Union. We now ask our fellow men to hark back to those better angels, of Lincoln, and to bury the evil spirits that have brought such devastation to our planet.

WORM TRAINING'

They're going to have a Washington march. They hope for a million-man march. My friend Charles Hughes from New Jersey said that it might better be called a "million-worm squirm". Because part of their training is called "worm training". One of their cult guides named Wellington Boone explained this in Charisma magazine:

"People have not yet learned how to become broken... We are called to be 'worms'. A worm never protests... Can you say, for Christ 'I am a worm and a do nothing'?... Jesus was crushed like a worm. He was slapped. They spat in his face until it ran down his cheeks... God doesn't raise anything that is dead.

"If we allow God...to work into us the idea of 'worm-training', it would be revolutionary. We would gain a worm's-eye view of what God wants... When we really meet Jesus and allow ourselves to be crushed...the impact will rock this world.

[From the Audience:]

'MY WORLD HAS BEEN TURNED UPSIDE DOWN'

Mr. LaRouche, I have a question for you, and I also have a second question for Tony. I am a first-timer here.

I want to preface this by saying that I am a grandfather nine times, and a father five times. I have taught my children a set of standards to go by, to leave this world better than you entered it. To say that this last two days has been an eye-opening experience and has been mind-boggling is a masterpiece of understatement. To put it politely, my world has been turned upside down.

I have some things that I need to ask you. I want you to understand that these things come straight from the heart. I am a father who has a set of standards that I go by. I run a missing children's center in Cincinnati. I've always tried to do better by people.

I've heard, over the last couple of days, that I have politicians who I thought were leading me, who were looking out for my welfare, who are not looking out for my welfare.

I have a military who I thought was looking over my country, and I find out that at the highest echelons they're crooked.

I have set aside savings that were for my retirement for my wife and myself in my later years, and find out that the economy could be collapsing at any time.

To walk out of here not a manic-depressive is almost very difficult.

For me, as a lay-person—how do you walk away from here, after you've seen everything that you've seen, and believe that it's going to get better, or that there is an answer to these problems? You have people who are controlling your money. They're in every aspect of your life and your business and your home, your mortgage, the groceries that you buy, the job that you think you may not have. I need that answer.

The second one I have for Tony. I go to a church in Ohio and we speak in tongues. I also belong to Promise Keepers. I've been to three of their conventions... I belong to the Full Gospel Businessmen's Association. I will tell you what I have experienced. And this is why I need to talk to Tony; I need to ask him a question outright.

In the Full Gospel Businessmen's Association, every meeting is started by a prayer. Men get up and give testimony of how the Lord has helped them in their business. We try to find ways that we help the homeless; try to find ways that we can better our community, building parks, centers, donating playground equipment.

And Promise Keepers, since I have been involved in it, I have not seen what Tony stated, as far as this "worm" situation. What I have found is the idea and the main philosophy of Promise Keepers, is that the man starts to take back over the responsibility of his home. As far as domestic violence goes, as far as supporting his children, and being a role player and a role model for his children and his wife. The idea is to bring the family unit back into perspective. That the deterioration of this country is the
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Two of the tastiest, most "storable" foods are now available in bulk, 50 lbs. per bag. Prepare and cook them just like pinto beans. Wonderful soup extender and both make super salad/sandwich sprouts.
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* Plus UPS delivery charge
breakdown of the family unit.

Since I have been involved with Promise Keepers, I’ve seen men give up pornography, drugs, alcohol, voyeurism, running around on their wives, and I’ve seen nothing but good come out of this situation.

One of the questions I have, that’s troubled me—if you were all sitting up here and just speaking in front of the podium and had nothing to back up what you were saying—but I’ve been sitting here for two days, I sat here this afternoon with Tony and watched this. He brought all these facts in front of me, and all these pictures and these older photographs, and had all this documentation; well, it’s irrefutable.

So I’m being told that my beliefs, and what I’ve gone by, over these last years—I’m being manipulated by someone. And it’s extremely disturbing to me as a father, and a husband, and as a man personally.

I’m trying to understand how a country like Great Britain or England, who is supposed to be controlling Promise Keepers, and Full Gospel Business Men, and the Coast—Promise Keepers specifically want men to get off of drugs. To not be involved with alcohol. But on the other hand, we’re being told that Great Britain is bringing all these drugs into the country and they’re responsible for undermining our country by drugs. And it seems like they’re contradicting themselves.

You’re saying that they’re promoting Promise Keepers, and they’re a part of Promise Keepers, but if they’re the ones who are bringing the drugs into the country, why would they have a Promise Keepers program that would want to bring men off of drugs? And I just need your answers, from both of you.

[LaRouche Replies:]

**YOU MUST HAVE A PASSION TO SAVE MANKIND**

We’ve been living in a decaying society for a long time. I’ve written a good deal about this. You may not know some of the things that I’ve written which pertain to this. As I said yesterday, the condition of mankind on this planet has been awful. But overall, there have been improvements. And the greatest improvement came with Christianity, because without Christianity—even though the political ideas, and the philosophy of Christianity is based on Plato—that what Plato did would not have succeeded unless it had been adopted by Christianity.

Because as I said, you must have a passion to save mankind. Otherwise, these ideas don’t work. The passion is within you; you’ve got to find it.

So conditions have been evil. But even though cultures have fallen, and empires have disintegrated, because they were no longer fit to survive morally, nonetheless mankind up to this point has survived and in net effect has progressed greatly, through the power of reason. Especially since the formation of the modern nation-state a little over 500 years ago.

When you look at this as I portrayed it yesterday (see New Federalist, Sept. 8, for LaRouche’s speech to the Labor Day Conference), in terms of the long history of development of human population: increase in life expectancy; children not dying with 80-90 percent infant mortality, that is a great advance; people not being swept aside by as many diseases, children being able to have an education, able to reach biological maturity, and to devote most of their life until biological maturity engaged in improving and developing their minds; having a household which has the opportunity for carrying that forth in the nurture of the child’s sense of identity, as well as education. These are great things, which were not there from the beginning; they had to be developed.

These are riches which have been given to us down through the ages, and often at great sacrifice. So what we should learn from this, is a certain essential optimism.

Now at one time, I was not much of a rock-face climber, but I did a lot of climbing of hills and mountains and so forth, and I used to— in my youth, in the follies of my youth—I once worked briefly for the Coast and Geodetic Survey, climbing mountains to put up lights on top of mountains so we could do geodetic surveys, and this would be 110 pounds or 120 pounds on my back. I had to go out for a three-or-four hour climb, and crawl up to some mountain, sometimes in the middle of a storm, because you get up to higher levels and these storms come.

And you learn something from that sort of activity, and other activity. I’ve had— you learn the art of being intrepid. If you know something is doable, or should be doable, you sometimes just do it; you don’t know how exactly you’re going to get to your objective. But you know that it is essentially doable, and you do it! And rarely are you defeated, if you can just cling hard enough to the job of doing it, and use your brain at the same time.

So you know that’s possible.

You know the history of mankind. You know what the issues are. You know the enemy is vulnerable. I’ll tell you one thing that makes me very optimistic: If you know who’s afraid of me, and you know what you have and what I don’t have—and then you realize why they’re afraid of me. And you say, “Okay, that’s how I’ll beat them.”

And we will beat them. I’m not sure it’s going to happen. But if we do what we can do, we can climb this mountain, and we can beat them.

Now to understand generally how you have to deal with this British—-one thing about the British: When a war is fought, on what side are the British? Always both sides.

That’s the essence of the matter. If you have an inferior force, an inferior mind; how do pimps control prostitutes and their clients? How does a stupid, slimy, brutal degenerate like a pimp, control not only the prostitutes, but the prostitutes’ clients? By manipulation. By playing one against the other.

How does the owner of a string of prizefighters pit them against each other for a profit? And pit them both against a crowd, for a profit from the crowd? By playing one against the other.

When the British do something such as the type of organization we’re talking about in this case, what the British do, is set up both. You say, “Well, how does the game work?” If they are for things that seem to be good of themselves, and they are for things that I consider evil—how can the same mother have Cain and Abel, you say. Where’s the trick in it?

**THE TRICK IS IN THE SMALL**

Where’s the trick? The trick is in the small. The British have a doctrine, which they’ve had since Paolo Sarpi, and specifically since Hobbes, on the nature of society. The British call it “human nature”. The basis for “human nature” is, first of all, that which is sentient is all that’s real. What you can sense, is what’s real. What is little. What you know with your eyes and your senses is real. The passions you feel, about particular objects and persons, are real.

The doctrine of Hobbes is, that metaphor doesn’t exist, that society doesn’t exist. Society is simply a totality of individual families. So if you fight the war within your family and the community, you’re beaten. You’re outflanked. You’ve been trapped into a fallacy of composition.

Now my view, which is how I got to where I am—which in some ways is not much, but in other ways is rather important—is that I never started from the small. I never believed in fighting from the small. My first political passion, of any political persuasion, was in India. And coming back I was convinced that we could not solve the problems of the United States without dealing with the problems of the developing sector, or what we call the developing sector today.

And I’ve always fought for principles, for ideas. I fought against Kant, I fought against Locke, I fought against them. This was an influence.

For example: Let’s take the case of Michael Novak. Michael Novak pretends to be a Christian, a Catholic in particular. Naive people all over the world think of him as a good man, a good Christian man. But Michael Novak is an associate of this “free enterprise” operation, which is totally British, and is against Christianity.

Because the basis of the teaching of Adam Smith, and the teaching of Michael Novak, is the teaching of Hobbes and Locke and Quesnay, and others, who taught that good comes only out of evil. The basis for the so-called doctrine of free trade is, “good comes from evil.”

This doctrine was not original to these people. The doctrine is a very old one. It is called the...
Manichaeism. The doctrine was: the devil rules the flesh, and the world of the flesh. And man is prey to the power of the devil, in the world of the flesh. That only in the spiritual world, apart from the world of the flesh, does man submit to God.

That's the Manichaeism doctrine. That is the world of the flesh, you must submit to the devil, i.e., worship the devil. The same thing as the bogomil doctrine, or the so-called bugger doctrine. That in the flesh, in the real world, the world is evil, we live in an evil world; we hope to be raptured, to be saved, to go into a spiritual world where evil does not rule.

But that's not really Christianity. There is no such thing as the devil ruling the world or the universe. God created the universe. The devil doesn't rule it.

We are responsible for the whole world. Do you want to bring children up, you want to bring them up not to do evil things, that's fine. But they have nothing, and this society will give them nothing. Not now. They're written off. They had accepted the reality, there's a real world, if you don't deal with it, you'll come up and snatch you up one day, as you're destroyed. And I've seen that. I've seen it in my lifetime. And I've seen it in my lifetime. No, it's the neglect—nobody is going to take care of our children. If we don't give our own children a sense of identity, a sense of meaning in their lives, and the whole world, look at the people of my generation. Look what happened to their children! Ninety-five percent of the people of my generation went evil, in the sense of giving up a commitment to truth and honor. They raised their children while they were behaving that way. And whatever they told the children, the children saw the way the parents actually lived, they didn't just listen to the words the parents spoke.

A WORLD RUN BY BABY BOOMERS

And they turned out weak. They became the Baby Boomers, and people are now complaining about a President whose only weakness is that he's a Baby Boomer. And the world is run by Baby Boomers, and they're trying to blame our one President for all these problems. The main thing you have to give to our children, is a sense of identity, a sense of meaning of their lives and the whole world. Look at the case—for example, let's take the case of the really poor people in this country, people who are oppressed, let's take the ghettos, like the ghettos of Washington, D.C., the drug ghettos, the drug ghettos of New York and so forth.

What could you give to these kids? They have a half-parent household, at best, in many cases. They live in a street which is a jungle. By the time they get to be 10 or 11 years old, they're targets for sudden death, in the circumstances of daily life. You've got parents who are sitting at home wondering if the kid will ever get back home alive that particular day from school.

What's the problem? This kid doesn't feel he has any value. He becomes a "stone killer" in these circumstances, often. He has no value. He says, "Who am I? What's my life? Is my life only my pleasure? Is it only the thing I get today, the kicks I get today? Do I sit and fidget; and become bored because I haven't got that next thing, to preoccupy my attention with pleasure? I don't have any purpose for my life? What am I? Who am I? I don't know nuttin'. I don't have any purpose. You live and you die, man. And you get your kicks while you can. And you try to get by."

You say, what's the problem then? The problem is, this child was not given a sense of a human identity. A sense that their life is of some potential importance to humanity. Not just to themselves, not just raising a family—they'll never have a family, except maybe an illegitimate child or two.

They have nothing, and this society will give them nothing. Not now. They're written off. And thus, if we neglect this, and we neglect this problem as it affects all children in this society today, if we don't address this problem, there's not going to be a future, no matter how well we educate our children in terms of the so-called prescriptive values, moral values. They're going into a world in hell, where they are going to be destroyed. And I've seen that. I've seen it in my generation. The Baby Boomers see it in their generation; and in the X-Generation children. And the next generation is threatened with it in their generation.

So therefore if the British control the world, and play one against the other, push the drugs, push these religious organizations which focus on these values, what you're doing is creating a situation where nobody is going to eliminate Satan. In this case, Satan is the British queen, or what she represents.

Therefore, if we do not change the circumstances, if we do not give to all people in society a sense of their essential identity as individuals, like this poor kid in the ghetto; if we can't reach out and give him a sense of identity, we threaten the future of all our society. If we don't give our children a sense of identity, like the Manichean, a sense that they are somehow responsible for doing something good in their own lives which will benefit humanity—and if we do not illustrate that, and demonstrate that by acting to change the circumstances so that we do not lose these children, that they don't destroy themselves, that they don't go to the rock concerts, they don't fall into it—most of the parents who found their children degenerated in the drugs and the rock scene and so forth, didn't educate them to do that. The typical parent 1960s-1970s—"but I thought that all I did in my whole life was to educate my child not to do that." And then the child went to college and did it, or went on the streets and did it.

No, it's the neglect—the greatest sin is revealed by the sin of omission. When we don't care about the developing sector. When we think about doing something for the kids on the ghetto street, but don't think about the kid's sense of personal identity in the world. We neglect these things, and we're doing nothing. What will happen is the British queen and what she represents, as was described today in the [conference] panes this afternoon, takes over. One group, as you described these groups, concerned with these narrower values, personal values, community values, family values, living in isolation, living in a safe street in Sodom and Gomorrah. And Sodom is engaged in a war with Gomorrah.

So by leaving the enemy free, and not taking action to eliminate the enemy of humanity, all the things we do, flow through our fingers like fine sand. And that's the danger.

[To be continued.]

Church and State

The irony is, that atheists are often so obsessed with protecting the state from the influence of the church, that they blind themselves to the menace of a state-controlled church. Worst of all, is the control of a large part of the religious bodies inside the U.S.A. by a foreign empire, the covert control over large parts of many denominations by the British Empire's currently reigning Pontifex Maximus, Elizabeth II.

All of the old pagan empires used state-regulated religious belief as the principal means of governmental mind-control over subject populations. Each of the fallen empires of Mesopotamia practiced this. The Cult of Apollo, originally the Gaea-Python cult at Delphi, was the principal such enemy of civilization inside ancient Greece. The Roman Byzantine empires used state-regulated pantheons as the principal method of control of subject peoples.

As it became a world empire, the British monarchy imitated precisely such practices of its Roman and Byzantine predecessors. King Henry VIII's declaring himself the Pontifex Maximus of England was used as an established precedent for the Church of England's adopted role of regulating the sundry varieties of religious beliefs among the subjects of the British Empire, and used religious channels for persisting efforts at attempting to reconquer the U.S.A. from within.

The most successful forms of such attempted subversion are, naturally, the charismatic cults. The advantage is that a purely arbitrary doctrine, by its nature, as the old pagan religions did, conceals its true purpose from the light of reason. Thus, the British Monarchy's control over key sections of the U.S. military, and its top-down control over the so-called "militia" and related strata in the U.S. today, is now the single greatest security threat to the continued existence of our republic.

In short, free our religious communities from the control of such foreign, pagan powers as the British monarchy and its World Council of Churches.

—Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
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